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ABSTRACT

The complex life histories of amphibians make them susceptible to both aquatic and terrestrial stressors, but we are only just piecing together how exposure in one life stage may affect another. Additionally, exposure to one stressor is almost always coupled with exposure to another, whether it be anthropogenic or natural, and the effects of one on an individual can be altered by interactions. Furthermore, parental exposure to one or many stressors can carry through to offspring, affecting their ability to cope with the same or novel stressors. In Chapter 2 we showed that both parental exposure history and larval exposure to predator cue and copper stressors affect physiological performance, growth, and survival of southern toads (Anaxyrus terrestris) after metamorphosis. Our work highlights the need to incorporate the impacts of environmental stressors together, across life stages and generations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Roughly eighty percent of animals have complex life histories (Pough et al. 2005) and metamorphosis marks the point at which organisms may change their morphology, physiology, and ecology in order to take advantage of environmental resources (Wilbur 1980). This change can be especially drastic for taxa that utilize both aquatic and terrestrial habitat types during their lifetimes. Most amphibians fall into this category and are thus susceptible to the effects of environmental stressors in multiple life stages and across habitat types (Todd et al. 2011a). Furthermore, there is also evidence indicating that stressor effects are not necessarily limited to the life stage in which an individual experiences them, rather effects can “carry over” or manifest in subsequent stages (Pechenik 2006). Specifically, stressors that affect larval growth, the timing of metamorphosis, and metamorphic body size can influence adult growth, survival, and reproduction (Prout and McChesney 1985). For many amphibians that utilize aquatic habitats as larvae before metamorphosing into terrestrial juveniles and adults, these factors can have long-lasting effects. However, with a majority of the available data focused on environmental stressor effects on amphibian aquatic stages, relatively little is known concerning terrestrial effects and how both affect populations over time (Vonesh and De La Cruz 2002; Salice et al. 2011).

The field of ecotoxicology seeks to determine the effects of environmental contaminants on wildlife populations as they are experienced in actual ecological
systems. Yet current models used for environmental risk assessment rely heavily on extrapolation from acute dose-response relationships tested in controlled laboratory settings. This approach, combined with the use of model organisms as surrogates for entire taxa, does not account for many ecological processes that ultimately affect exposure outcomes under field conditions (Boone and James 2005). With 2,500 new pre-manufacture notices being submitted to the U.S. EPA annually (U.S. EPA 1997), there is need for rapid testing of many chemicals across multiple taxa. Optimization of resources (e.g. funding, time) while minimizing variability in results for each chemical tested can make long-term or field-based testing logistically difficult. However, these data must be predictive on an environmentally relevant scale to determine the population-level effects of contaminants on wildlife, a central issue in the field of ecotoxicology and environmental risk assessment (Calow and Forbes 2003). While incorporating more intricate and ecologically informative testing and modeling techniques are more common, there remains a paucity of data for many non-model organisms and long-term effects on individuals (Calow and Forbes 2003).

Amphibians and reptiles are underrepresented in ecotoxicity data (Sparling et al. 2000) despite evidence that environmental contamination is contributing to global amphibian declines (Carey et al. 1995; Lannoo 2005). However, a majority of amphibian ecotoxicity data stems from aquatic testing, leaving terrestrial effects relatively underrepresented (Sparling et al. 2000; Boone and James 2005). The complex life histories of amphibians – including occupation of different ecological niches in aquatic and terrestrial habitats – should necessitate integrated aquatic/terrestrial ecotoxicity (Boone and James 2005). This is particularly misplaced when measurable endpoints from
aquatic testing are not predictive of adult life, such as time to and size at metamorphosis which can have weak predictive ability of population dynamics due to variable terrestrial survival (Folt et al. 1999; Earl and Semlitsch 2013; Kimberly and Salice 2013). Indeed post-metamorphic survivorship can be more variable and have greater impacts on population growth rates than embryonic or larval vital rates (Biek et al. 2002). Though beyond survivorship, the sublethal effects of contaminant or other stressor exposure can persist well into terrestrial life (Peckarsky et al. 1993; Pahkala et al. 2001; James and Semlitsch 2011). All told, these lethal and sublethal effects of early life-stage exposures suggest that incorporation of subsequent stages to make testing more accurate.

Therefore, we sought to address some knowledge gaps in the amphibian ecotoxicity literature by conducting a manipulative experiment incorporating greater environmental relevance. Utilizing outdoor mesocosms is an effective way to increase realism while retaining control of the factors being tested (Boone and James 2005). Any given contaminant will, in reality, be experienced along with multiple other stressors and persistent contaminants can affect multiple generations. Therefore, we designed a fully factorial mesocosm experiment in which we examined the singular and cumulative effects of exposure to multiple stressors by amphibian larvae and then observed individuals for five months post-metamorphosis. Because of the potential for interactions of aquatic stressors on larval growth and development, we chose to examine two chemical stressors – a metal contaminant and predator cue – which independently have been shown to cause similar effects in amphibian larvae. Additionally, as parental exposure to contaminants can be maladaptive for offspring (Marshall and Uller 2007), we were also interested in examining the impacts of stressor exposure in the parental
generation on offspring. Thus, we also incorporated the parental generation by utilizing offspring from adults sourced from wetlands with known differential contaminant histories to examine how parental metal exposure may influence offspring response to novel stressors. But before delving into the experiment, we will discuss some of the facets of amphibian life history and how environmental stressors may affect individuals and populations.

**AMPHIBIAN LIFE HISTORIES**

Most amphibian larvae are restricted to the aquatic habitat in which they hatched – subject to its specific environment and finite resources until metamorphosis. Thus, factors such as competition, resource availability, predation, and environmental stressors play important roles in larval survival, growth, and development. The timing of metamorphosis incorporates the potential costs and benefits of the aquatic and terrestrial environment, in order to minimize the risk of death and optimize growth in both (Werner 1986). Metamorphic size and timing are dependent upon growth and development rates (Wilbur and Collins 1973; Travis 1984) which are linked to the quality of the aquatic environment and available resources (Alford and Harris 1988). Therefore, in cases where environmental stressors affect larval physiology and behavior, the overall impacts may be seen in larval period and size upon metamorphosis. Factors that reduce foraging behavior, for example, may lead to slow larval growth (Relyea 2004) or development (Skelly 1992).

When amphibian larvae reach the minimum size at which metamorphosis can occur, they can either transition, resulting in small metamorphic size, or continue to grow
in order to maximize size at metamorphosis (Wilbur and Collins 1973). Although there may be benefits to metamorphosing at a smaller size – for example, to escape a drying pond, aquatic predators, disease, avoid predation or toxicants – emerging at a larger size increases fat reserves (Scott et al. 2007) and the ability to forage and compete for resources (Cabrera-Guzmán et al. 2013). Together, these often result in higher terrestrial survivorship (Berven 1990; Rothermel and Semlitsch 2006; Tarvin et al. 2015) and may reduce time to reach maturity (Berven and Gill 1983; Scott 1994). Furthermore, this can increase size at first reproduction (Semlitsch et al. 1988) and fecundity (Peckarsky et al. 1993; Vargas et al. 2012).

However, given adequate terrestrial environmental conditions, compensatory growth may allow small metamorphs to catch up and reach maturity at a comparable time and size as larger metamorphs (Morey and Reznick 2001; Gramapurohit 2009; Dahl et al. 2012). But this may not occur uniformly among sexes (Morey and Reznick 2001), which can affect the demography of a population as well as the reproductive success of individuals. Increased mating success has been associated with larger relative size in males (Howard 1980) and similarly, females can produce larger clutches and/or larger eggs with increased size (Semlitsch 1985). Yet overcoming this size discrepancy by increasing terrestrial growth may not produce the same results between similarly-sized individuals. Compensatory growth has been shown to reduce fecundity (Auer et al. 2010) and can also reduce reproductive investment for multiple breeding seasons (Lee et al. 2012). Further, negative effects of compensatory growth on longevity and accrued cellular damage that occur in invertebrates, vertebrates, and plants can impair individual fitness (Mangel and Munch 2005). Ultimately, the costs and benefits of growth strategies
depend on the environment (Orizaola et al. 2014), thus it is necessary to take other factors, such as contaminants or the threat of predation, into consideration.

**AMPHIBIAN ECOTOXICOLOGY AND LATENT EFFECTS**

Ultimately, to understand how stressors affect amphibian populations we must have data that are as environmentally realistic as possible. Larvae face the potential for lethal and sublethal effects from pond drying, predation, disease, UV exposure, competition, habitat loss and the effects of aquatic toxicants (Blaustein et al. 2011). Then upon metamorphosis novel exposure to stressors in the terrestrial environment can impact terrestrial survival (Brühl et al. 2013) and reproductive success (McCoy et al. 2008). As reviewed above, environmental conditions – which are increasingly altered by anthropogenic activity – impact amphibian life history characteristics and strategies. Many common stressors, such as predation, environmental contamination, disease, and wetland drying, can affect larval survival, growth and development (reviewed in Blaustein and Kiesecker 2002). The demography of a given population of amphibians can be altered by environmental stressors experienced in the larval environment with persistent effects throughout adulthood (Scott 1994).

Many stressors elicit carry-over or latent effects, the latter of which are the delayed effects of embryonic or larval experiences that only become apparent in subsequent life stages (Pechenik 2006). Pechenik (2006) highlighted that latent effects occur across broad range of taxa – from sea sponges to insects to mammals – and that various early life-stage experiences have been documented as causing these effects, including delayed metamorphosis, food or water deprivation, and environmental
contaminants. If latent effects occur during the larval stage due to embryonic contaminant exposure, this can be more readily documented. For example, Budischak et al. (2008) observed when embryonic exposure to malathion increased tadpole susceptibility to trematode infection seven weeks post-exposure. Nonetheless, due to the typically short testing periods, usually limited to early life-stages, involved in a majority of ecotoxicity testing, latent effects of contaminants may be missed. For example, maternally-derived polychlorinated biphenyl can affect juvenile snapping turtle (*Chelydra serpentina*) survival beginning eight months after hatching (Eisenreich et al. 2009). Likewise, chronic larval cadmium exposure can decrease terrestrial survival in southern leopard frog (*Lithobates sphenocephalus*) juveniles (James and Semlitsch 2011). Evidence of such occurrences are especially important for amphibians, for which Todd et al. (2012) noted ecotoxicity data is lacking for terrestrial effects and many studies have indicated that juvenile survivorship is critical for population growth or persistence (Biek et al. 2002; Vonesh and De La Cruz 2002; Harper et al. 2008).

**COPPER AS A CONTAMINANT STRESSOR**

Metal contamination occurs globally, and amphibians utilize wetlands that can be impacted by anthropogenic pollutants (Carey et al. 1995; Bishop et al. 1999). One common metal contaminant is copper (Cu), which is an essential micronutrient found naturally in the environment. However, it has many applied uses in pesticides (Zhou et al. 2011), algaecides (Song et al. 2011), antifouling agents (Simpson et al. 2013) and antimicrobial surfaces (Grass et al. 2011). Currently, Cu contamination by engineered Cu nanomaterials used in consumer goods has also erupted as a global issue (reviewed in
Bondarenko et al. 2013) due to potential toxic effects in non-target organisms such as invertebrates (Pradhan et al. 2012; Han et al. 2014), fishes (Griffitt et al. 2007; Isani et al. 2013), and amphibians (Nations et al. 2015). Due to intentional application to wetlands (e.g. noxious plant control) and agricultural fields, as well as unintentional discharge from mining and industry, Cu can be transported to surface waters (Banas et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2014). Even constructed wetlands designed to mitigate Cu input into the environment are used by wildlife (Lance et al. 2012, 2013), especially when loss of more suitable habitat encourages use for breeding (Pechmann et al. 2001). Additionally, because some metal contaminants, such as Cu, adhere to organic compounds, decreasing bioavailability in aquatic habitats, chronic exposure may not be emphasized. However, bioavailable Cu could occur often and chronically due to repeated or continual discharge or application (e.g. Zhou et al. 2011; Simpson et al. 2013). Therefore, exposure has the potential to occur chronically and across generations. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) published water quality criteria reports that natural Cu concentrations in freshwater systems can range from 0.20 – 30 µg/L but in highly impacted areas, surface water concentrations can reach 200,000 µg/L Cu. Currently, the EPA has an established Criterion Maximum Concentration of 2.337 µg/L Cu for freshwater species, which is based on Final Acute Value (FAV) data of LC50 values from 350 tests. This FAV value should protect 95% of species; however, of the 27 genera represented in these data, only one amphibian species was represented (U.S. EPA 2007). Moreover, the one represented species’ sensitivity is less than that observed in other North American amphibian species (Brown et al. 2012; Flynn et al. 2015).
Copper is ranked the second highest contaminant risk to amphibians due to its ubiquitous distribution and toxic effects at low concentrations (Fedorenkova et al. 2012). Exposure in aquatic organisms has been shown to increase oxygen consumption, reduce swimming speed, decrease lymphocytes and increase neutrophils, alter Cu-dependent and independent enzyme activities, and proliferation of epithelial cells to gills or intestines (Handy 2003). In amphibians, Cu can slow larval growth and increase larval period (Chen et al. 2007; García-Muñoz et al. 2009), reduce size at metamorphosis (Peles 2013), and decrease survivorship (Lance et al. 2013; Flynn et al. 2015). The larval stage may be most sensitive to metal stressors (Franco de Sá and Val 2014) due to lethality at low concentrations (Lance et al. 2012, 2013) and also sublethal effects which can increase vulnerability to other environmental threats, such as predation (McIntyre et al. 2012). As such, very few studies have examined post-metamorphic and terrestrial effects of contaminant exposure (see Bergeron et al. 2011; Todd et al. 2012). This knowledge gap is important because of the potential for latent effects associated with embryonic and larval exposure to metals, which can increase spinal malformation rate at the onset of metamorphosis (Todd et al. 2011a), and negatively affect juvenile survival (Bergeron et al. 2011) and growth (Todd et al. 2012). Such effects that influence survivorship and reproductive success (i.e., fitness) affect population dynamics (Willson et al. 2012) and, therefore, effects in this life stage should be examined more extensively, especially considering that very few studies have done so to date.
PREDATOR THREAT AS A NATURAL STRESSOR

Predation is a common, natural stressor that co-occurs with anthropogenic stressors, such as contaminants. Predation directly reduces prey numbers, which then indirectly impact density-dependent processes by alleviating conspecific competition. Further complexity arises when predator and conspecific alarm cues cause alterations in prey behavior. In the aquatic environment, exposure to these cues can elicit antipredator behavior, such as reduction in swimming speed (Relyea 2004), increased refuge use (Bridges 2002), and decreased activity (Ferrari et al. 2008). Furthermore, the combination of predator and conspecific alarm cues typically results in an even greater response (Maag et al. 2012). If larvae are able to avoid predation but continue to respond to cues, several other effects associated with avoidance behavior occur, including: altered morphology (Maher et al. 2013; McCollum and Leimberger 1997) and increased oxidative stress (Bopp et al. 2008; Janssens et al. 2014) which could make individuals more vulnerable to other stressors, such as disease. Thus, the indirect effects of predator exposure may outweigh the direct impacts of predation on population dynamics (McPeek and Peckarsky 1998) through decreased larval growth rate (Relyea and Werner 1999), prolonged larval period (Skelly 1992), and reduced size at metamorphosis (Kerby et al. 2011).

However, aquatic exposure to predators can produce beneficial carry-over effects that help metamorphs and juveniles avoid terrestrial predation. The transitory period of metamorphosis – when the presence of forelimbs or a tail can impede swimming or hopping ability – represents a time of increased vulnerability to attack (Wassersug and Sperry 1977; Arnold and Wassersug 1978). Factors, such as the time to forelimb
emergence and tail resorption, drastically affect an individual’s risk of predation. Thus, it can be beneficial when prior exposure to predators decreases the time to complete metamorphosis and increases locomotor ability post-metamorphosis (Van Buskirk and Saxer 2001). However, anurans can compensate for impaired locomotor ability by reducing activity in the presence of a predator during both aquatic and semi-terrestrial transition stages. Reduced activity results in decreased predation rates overall (Touchon et al. 2013), but trade-offs to this decreased activity, such as decreased foraging and growth, can impact survival and reproductive success. Such indirect effects on survival make the threat of predation an important environmental stressor, but more has also yet to be revealed as to its interactions with anthropogenic contaminants of interest. Given the ubiquitous nature of both predation and metal contaminants, there is great potential for simultaneous exposure.

MULTIPLE STRESSORS

Ultimately we are interested in the how environmental stressors together impact populations – as this is how they are experienced in reality – but every wetland is different, thus it is necessary to determine how certain stressors act in combination in order to predict total effects in other scenarios. The cumulative effect is not necessarily additive, but may be synergistic or antagonistic. As reviewed by Crain et al. (2008), multi-stressor studies are underrepresented despite their environmental relevance and the prevalence and unpredictability of interactions. They further note that a high frequency (36%) of studies show synergistic population-level effects but that increasing the
replication of like-stressor studies can eventually render all interaction category types (i.e. additive, synergistic, antagonistic).

Copper and predator cue stressors can interact in ways that affect larval growth and development, as well as terrestrial behavior and survival. The actual ability to detect or respond to either stressor can be mediated by the other. In fish, even brief exposure to low concentrations (2-20 µg/L) of Cu can impair olfactory neuron receptors, resulting in a range of outcomes from increased detection limit thresholds to complete loss of olfaction (Sandahl et al. 2007). The olfactory epithelium is present in all vertebrates and, similar to fish, amphibian tadpoles use this for chemoreception (Taniguchi et al. 1995), which enables them to sense predators and conspecific alarm cues (Belanger and Corkum 2009). Thus with olfactory impairment, heavy metal exposure can dampen fright response when predator cues are also present (Lefcort et al. 1998, 2013; Beyers and Farmer 2001; Hernández et al. 2006; Sandahl et al. 2007; McIntyre et al. 2012). But, alternatively, predator cues also decrease heavy metal avoidance when this behavior is possible (Lefcort et al. 2013). Further, exposure to both stressors do not have to occur simultaneously, as experimental predation trials have shown that prior exposure to Cu significantly decreases the ability of prey to detect predator and conspecific alarm cues, leading to loss of antipredator behavior and significantly greater capture rates (McIntyre et al. 2012).

The potential for specific interactions between Cu and predator cues merit further investigation, but the response to a combination of contaminant and predator stressors can be variable in ways that are not initially intuitive. For instance, Hanlon and Relyea (2013) found that exposing bullfrogs (L. catesbeiana) to endosulfan reduced mortality
when also exposed to predators, however the same did not apply to green frogs (*L. clamitans*), as predator presence increased mortality with endosulfan exposure. Thus, increasing the available data for multiple stressor effects in more than one species is essential to fully understand how contaminants impact wildlife within a given environment.

**MATERNAL EFFECTS**

Though the effects of early life stage stressor exposure across an individual’s lifetime is crucial to know, these individual-level effects can also be influenced by stressor exposure history in prior generations. Many ecological studies have acknowledged the importance of parental effects, especially maternal effects and their relationship with offspring phenotypic plasticity. As defined in a review by Bernardo (1996a), maternal effects occur when the maternal phenotype directly impacts that of her offspring, and it has been suggested that maternal effects can drive the rate or direction of evolution. Indeed, maternal effects may be adaptive or non-adaptive for offspring (Wilbur 1977; Marshall and Uller 2007).

To date, examination of maternal effects has placed a strong emphasis on propagule size (i.e. egg size for amphibians) and its relationship to offspring survivorship, growth, and development (Laugen et al. 1992; Bernardo 1996b; King and Kaplan 1997). In amphibians, egg size is positively related to hatching success and early larval growth (Semlitsch and Gibbons 1990) but exposure to particular stressors can also alter offspring phenotypes or behaviors in other taxa as well. For instance, gravid *Gryllus pennsylvanicus* crickets exposed to *Hogna helluo* spiders will produce offspring with...
greater relative antipredator response than offspring from unexposed mothers (Storm and Lima 2010). Additionally, parental predator exposure can affect tolerance to novel stressors in offspring; as Plautz et al. (2013) have found that freshwater snails (*Physa pomilia*) exposed to predator cues will yield offspring with greater tolerance to cadmium contamination.

Maternal effects can also produce negative effects in offspring. Contaminants can be transferred via the yolk from mother to offspring (Bergeron et al. 2010), which can reduce embryonic and larval offspring viability and health (Hopkins et al. 2006). Such transfer can negatively affect offspring size (Todd et al. 2011a; Bergeron et al. 2011) and increase larval period (Todd et al. 2011a). Because maternal effects can affect development time and an individual’s ability to escape a drying wetland (Newman 1988), this can be especially detrimental to amphibians that utilize ephemeral wetlands (Mann et al. 2001). In addition, larval survival is also affected by maternal transfer. Bergeron et al. (2011) found differential mortality of small individuals completing metamorphosis – those from Hg-exposed females experienced high mortality compared to reference offspring. And Metts et al. (2012) found that maternal metal exposure, in addition to novel embryonic/larval metal exposure, can further reduce survivorship to metamorphosis than either exposure individually. Yet, while the transgenerational effects of contaminants are now becoming more widely studied, evaluation of interactions with other stressors present in biological systems is still rare (Pomati and Nizzetto 2013).
THESIS OBJECTIVES

To best understand how stressors affect amphibian populations we must have data that are as environmentally realistic as possible. Therefore, to increase the predictive value of a manipulative study we attempted to incorporate multiple life stages, maternal effects, and exposure to multiple stressors. We focused on the lethal and sublethal effects of aquatic exposure to an anthropogenic (Cu) and a natural (predator cue) stressor on larvae and juveniles of a common amphibian species in the southeastern United States, the southern toad (*Anaxyrus terrestris*). We used offspring of adults collected from heavy metal-contaminated and uncontaminated wetlands and exposed free-swimming larvae to Cu and predator cues until metamorphosis, at which point toads were moved to terrestrial mesocosms for five months. Our objectives were to examine the effects of parental contaminant history and larval exposure to Cu and predator cue stressors on 1) larval survivorship and time to/size at metamorphosis, and 2) juvenile performance, growth, and survivorship.
CHAPTER 2

LARVAL AND POST-METAMORPHIC CONSEQUENCES OF AQUATIC STRESSOR EXPOSURE IN SOUTHERN TOADS (ANAXYRUS TERRESTRIS)\(^1\)

\(\text{\footnotesize[^1 Rumrill, C.T., Scott, D. E., and S. L. Lance. To be submitted to Ecological Applications.}}\)
ABSTRACT

The complex life histories of amphibians make them susceptible to both aquatic and terrestrial stressors, but we are only just piecing together how exposure in one life stage may affect another. Additionally, exposure to one stressor is almost always coupled with exposure to another, whether it be anthropogenic or natural, and the effects of one on an individual can be altered by interactions. Furthermore, parental exposure to one or many stressors can carry through to offspring, affecting their ability to cope with the same or novel environmental stressors. To examine these issues we employed a 2x2x2 factorial design in outdoor 1000 L mesocosms (n = 24), where larval southern toads (Anaxyrus terrestris) bred from parents collected from reference and heavy metal-contaminated sites were exposed to an anthropogenic stressor (copper – 0, 30 µg/L) and natural stressor (predator – present/absent). Upon metamorphosis survivors were transferred to terrestrial mesocosms for five months in order to examine the chronic effects of early life stage exposure. We measured larval and terrestrial survivorship, time to/size at metamorphosis, post-metamorphic growth, and conducted a physiological assay targeting sprinting and endurance performance at 0 and 1 mo post-emergence. We found a significant effect of parental source on size at metamorphosis, larval period, and juvenile survival. Larval Cu exposure also had a significant negative affect on size at metamorphosis, as well as a latent negative effect on juvenile survival. Additionally, a significant source*Cu*predator interaction was present at emergence for endurance performance, wherein larval predator cue exposure increased overall distance and time covered per trial. However, this beneficial effect on performance was negated when Cu was also present in the larval environment. The presence of parental effects, latent
survival effects of the aquatic habitat, and a three-way interaction on juvenile performance highlight the importance of conducting multistressor studies across generations.

Key Words: Amphibian; Ecotoxicology; Multiple stressors; Maternal effects; Latent effects; Copper; Predator cue
INTRODUCTION

Amphibians, as well as other taxa with complex life histories, are susceptible to abiotic and biotic stressors in multiple life stages. Importantly, the effects of stressors experienced at one stage may carry over and/or only become apparent in subsequent life stages (Pechenik 2006). Specifically, stressors that affect larval growth, the timing of metamorphosis, and metamorphic body size can influence adult growth, survival, and reproduction (Prout and McChesney 1985). For many anurans that utilize aquatic habitats as larvae before metamorphosing into terrestrial juveniles and adults, these aquatic stressors can have long-lasting effects.

Larval developmental plasticity is linked to the quality of the aquatic environment and available resources (Alford and Harris 1988). Factors that reduce foraging behavior, for example, may lead to slow larval growth (Relyea 2004) or development (Skelly 1992) which, in turn, affects time to and size at metamorphosis. When amphibian larvae reach the minimum size at which metamorphosis can occur, they can either transition, resulting in small metamorphic size, or continue to grow in order to maximize size at metamorphosis (Wilbur and Collins 1973). Although there may be benefits to metamorphosing at a smaller size – for example, to escape a drying pond, avoid predation or contaminants – emerging at a larger size increases fat reserves (Scott et al. 2007) and the ability to forage and compete for resources (Cabrera-Guzmán et al. 2013), and often results in higher terrestrial survivorship (Berven 1990; Tarvin et al. 2015). Additionally, large size at metamorphosis may reduce time to reach maturity (Berven and Gill 1983) and increase size at first reproduction (Semlitsch et al. 1988) and fecundity (Vargas et al. 2012). However, given adequate terrestrial environmental conditions, compensatory
growth may allow small metamorphs to catch up and reach maturity at a comparable time and size as larger metamorphs (Morey and Reznick 2001; Gramapurohit 2009; Earl and Whiteman 2015). Given the critical importance of the trade-offs that determine larval success and their carry-over effects in the terrestrial stage, we need to better understand the effects of stressors both in aquatic habitat and post-metamorphosis.

Metal contamination occurs globally and amphibians utilize wetlands that can be affected by anthropogenic pollutants (Bishop et al. 1999). The ubiquitous distribution and toxic effects of copper (Cu) at low environmental concentrations have it ranked the second highest contaminant risk to amphibians (Fedorenkova et al. 2012). In amphibians, Cu can slow larval growth and increase larval period (Chen et al. 2007; García-Muñoz et al. 2009), reduce size at metamorphosis (Peles 2013), and decrease survivorship (Lance et al. 2013; Flynn et al. 2015). The larval stage may be most sensitive to metal stressors (Franco de Sá and Val 2014) evident by direct lethality (Lance et al. 2012) and also sublethal effects which can increase vulnerability to other environmental threats, such as predation (McIntyre et al. 2012). However, there have been very few studies that have examined post-metamorphic and terrestrial effects of contaminant exposure (see Bergeron et al. 2011; Todd et al. 2011). Yet of the data available, there is evidence of latent effects in which early exposure to metals increases spinal malformation rate at the onset of metamorphosis (Todd et al. 2011a), and negatively affects juvenile survival (Bergeron et al. 2011) and growth (Todd et al. 2012).

Predation is a common, natural stressor that co-occurs with anthropogenic stressors, such as contaminants. While the direct effect of predation acts to reduce prey numbers, it indirectly impacts density-dependent processes by alleviating conspecific
competition. In addition, complexity arises when predators cause sublethal prey responses such as decreased activity (Ferrari et al. 2008) and increased refuge use (Bridges 2002). Yet latent effects of early predator exposure can induce beneficial terrestrial phenotypes which may improve juvenile predator avoidance (Van Buskirk and Saxer 2001). However, the indirect effects of predator exposure may outweigh the direct impacts of predation on population dynamics (McPeek and Peckarsky 1998) through decreased larval growth rate (Relyea and Werner 1999), prolonged larval period (Skelly 1992), and reduced size at metamorphosis (Kerby et al. 2011).

Environmental conditions – which are increasingly altered by anthropogenic activity – affect amphibian life history characteristics and strategies. Many common stressors, such as predation, environmental contamination, disease, and wetland drying, can affect larval survival, growth and development. Taken together, the interactions of stressors can have complex consequences that are not necessarily the cumulative effect of each component, but may include synergistic or antagonistic effects. Yet multi-stressor studies are underrepresented despite their environmental relevance and the prevalence and unpredictability of interactions (Crain et al. 2008). Given the ubiquitous nature of both predation and metal contamination, simultaneous exposure can occur. Interestingly, the actual ability to detect or respond to either stressor can be mediated by the other. Even brief exposure to low concentrations (2-20 µg/L) of dissolved Cu can impair olfactory neuron receptors, resulting in a range of outcomes from increased detection limit thresholds to complete loss of olfaction (Sandahl et al 2007). Thus, heavy metal exposure can dampen fright response when predator cues are also present (Lefcort et al. 1998, 2013) but, alternatively, predator cues also decrease heavy metal avoidance when
this behavior is possible (Lefcort et al. 2013). Thus, we were interested in the potential for either an additive or synergistic interaction, wherein both stressors reduce foraging activity of larvae and thus growth and development; or, alternatively, an antagonistic interaction wherein the presence of one stressor reduces the effect of the other.

Exposure to stressors in early life stages cannot only affect an individual’s lifetime, but may also affect future generations. Many ecological studies have acknowledged the importance of parental effects of stressors, especially maternal effects and their relationship with offspring phenotypic plasticity (Bernardo 1996a). Indeed, maternal effects may be adaptive or non-adaptive for offspring (Marshall and Uller 2007), and typically maternal exposure to metals reduces embryonic and larval offspring viability and health (Hopkins et al. 2006). Furthermore, maternal metal exposure in addition to novel embryonic/larval metal exposure can further reduce survivorship to metamorphosis (Metts et al. 2012). Yet transgenerational examination of long-lived environmental contaminants interacting with other stressors present in biological systems is rare (Pomati and Nizzetto 2013). Because metal contaminants often occur in the environment chronically and the threat of predation is likely consistent over time, it is plausible that amphibians, as well as other taxa in aquatic ecosystems, experience these stressors over generations. As parental exposure to contaminants is likely non-adaptive for offspring, we were also interested in examining the implications of stressor exposure in the parental generation on offspring that were exposed to novel contaminant and predator cue stressors.

To understand how stressors affect amphibian populations we must have data that are as environmentally realistic as possible. Therefore, to increase the predictive value of
a manipulative study we attempted to incorporate multiple life stages, maternal effects, and exposure to multiple stressors. We focused on the lethal and sublethal effects of aquatic exposure to an anthropogenic stressor (Cu) and a natural stressor (predator cue) on larvae and juveniles of a common amphibian species in the southeastern United States, the southern toad (Anaxyrus terrestris). We used offspring of adults collected from heavy metal-contaminated and reference wetlands and exposed free-swimming larvae to Cu and predator cues until metamorphosis, at which point toads were moved to terrestrial mesocosms for five months. Our objectives were to examine the effects of parental contaminant history and larval exposure to singular and concurrent Cu and predator cue stressors on 1) larval survivorship and time to/size at metamorphosis, and 2) juvenile performance, growth, and survivorship.

METHODS

Study species

We collected adult southern toads at drift fences between March 31st and April 10th, 2014 at two locations on the U.S. Department of Energy’s Savannah River Site (SRS), Aiken County, SC – one site with 30 years of coal fly ash contamination (Metts et al. 2012), D-Area, and one reference site, Ellenton Bay (E-Bay). Adults were moved to the University of Georgia’s Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL), Aiken, SC and bred via artificial insemination. To induce egg laying we injected gravid females with 250IU of human chorionic gonadotropin and moved them to plastic containers (33 x 20 x 13 cm) with simplified amphibian ringers solution on April 15 (D-Area) and April 17-18, 2014 (E-Bay). We massaged females to expel remaining eggs and distributed all eggs
into eight 60mL plastic weigh cups. To obtain sperm we first euthanized males in 3% MS-222 and then extracted testes and placed them into separate 1.5mL microcentrifuge tubes containing 500µL soft water – 48 mg/L NaHCO₃, 30 mg/L CaSO₄, 30 mg/L MgSO₄, and 2 mg/L KCl dissolved in nanopure Milli-Q water (Millipore). We gently homogenized each testes with a plastic pestle and diluted with 1.0mL soft water then immediately pipetted onto eggs. After 15 min, we flooded eggs with soft water and left them overnight at room temperature (24°C). After development was observed, embryos were transferred to plastic containers (33 x 20 x 13 cm) and allowed to develop and hatch in the SREL Animal Care Facility in water collected from E-Bay at 12:12 light dark cycles and approximately 22°C. On April 30 we pooled free-swimming larvae of parents from the same source location. Offspring from each source population were representative of 8 female and 32 male full/half sib crosses (total of 64 families/population) established for a separate study (Flynn et al. unpublished data). Larvae were acclimated to outdoor tank water and temperature prior to distribution by first placing into plastic containers with 50/50, E-Bay/control tank water for 2.5 hours, then to containers floating in tanks with 100% respective treatment tank water for 2.5 hours. After acclimation, we randomly distributed larvae to mesocosms ($n = 120$/tank), keeping each parental source separate ($n = 12$ tanks/source).

**Aquatic mesocosms**

We used a fully factorial design with randomized complete spatial blocking of two parental source populations (D-Area/E-Bay) x two levels of Cu (0, 30 µg/L) x two levels of predator (present/absent). Because larvae within each tank experienced the same conditions, tanks were considered the experimental unit ($n = 3$ tanks/treatment). We used
1000-L polyethylene cattle tanks located at SREL (n = 24 tanks), and randomly assigned three tanks to each treatment (n = 8). Each tank was filled with well water, 1-kg dry leaf litter, 3 L of algal inoculant collected from multiple sites on the SRS, one of which included algae from a Cu-contaminated wetland. Additionally, all tanks contained an iButton® protected within a Whirl-Pak®, which was randomly placed in the leaf litter/refugia and set to record temperature at 120-min intervals. Each tank also had an external standpipe to prevent overflowing during rain events, and a 60 percent shade cloth lid that doubled as shade and predator exclusion. All tanks sat with water, leaf litter, and algal inoculant for 24 days prior to the addition of larvae. We checked for and removed unintended predators daily and collected water quality data (pH, conductivity, DO) weekly using an YSI Professional Plus Quatro multiprobe. Over seven weeks the average water quality data across tanks were: 6.57 ± 0.21 (pH), 102.96 µS/cm ± 16.09 (conductivity), and 46.07% ± 12.82 (DO).

**Copper treatments**

We dosed tanks with copper sulfate (CuSO₄) solution 24 days before adding larvae and re-dosed weekly to reach a stable Cu concentration. We used a Cu concentration of 30 µg/L because it is within the range of environmental concentrations (Flynn et al. 2014) and previous studies demonstrated that it negatively affects southern toad larvae (Lance et al., 2013; Chen et al. 2007). Each week we analyzed water samples by either inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) or optical emission spectroscopy (OES) to monitor concentrations and then added the necessary amount of CuSO₄ to recalibrate treatment tanks to 30 µg/L Cu. During the experimental period, tank
concentration averages ranged between 21.9 – 25.3 µg/L Cu with an overall average of 24.13 µg/L Cu (± 3.94).

*Predator treatments*

We collected larvae of the most abundant species of dragonfly (*Anax* sp.) present in the field to ensure relevant predator exposure. We housed dragonfly larvae in cylindrical mesh cages (approximately 15 cm in diameter by 60 cm in height) that allowed predatory and conspecific alarm cues to emanate while preventing predation of experimental toad larvae. Cages contained leaf litter and were fitted with floatation on one end and a small rock on the other to allow each cage to span the entire water column and move freely about the tank. Predator-present treatment tanks contained two cages, each with one dragonfly larvae that was fed approximately 300 mg of southern toad larvae (Maher et al. 2013; obtained as unused larvae from another experiment) 3x weekly and dragonflies were replaced upon death. We fed predators toad larvae for 21 days, finishing one day before the main pulse of toad metamorphosis ended. Predator-absent tanks contained two sham cages without dragonfly larvae but were constructed identically to those in predator-present tanks. We lifted and re-submerged all predator and sham cages during predator checks/feedings.

*Emergence and terrestrial mesocosms*

We checked tanks every morning for evidence of emerging metamorphs. We hand-captured metamorphs and combined up to 20 from each tank in 33 x 20 x 13 cm plastic containers (using multiple containers/tank as needed) with a paper towel moistened with tank water. Metamorphs were kept in these containers in the SREL
greenhouse facility until tail resorption – typically 2 days – but were monitored daily to remoisten paper towels.

Upon tail resorption, we moved metamorphs to durable 68-L plastic bin terrestrial mesocosms in the greenhouse. Terrestrial mesocosms contained 8 cm of sandy soil over small rocks to ensure drainage, 250 g of rehydrated coconut fiber for continued moisture, one water dish, two flower pot shelters, and a snapping mesh lid. Metamorphs from each aquatic mesocosm were divided between two terrestrial bins (“A” and “B” for \( n = 48 \) terrestrial bins), with “A” bins containing metamorphs that emerged during the main pulse (May 23-27, except for T2 on June 1-6) and “B” bins with toads post-emergence peak (median density: “A” = 34, “B” = 19; range: “A” = 7-58, “B” = 0-41).

Approximately 2 mo after the main emergence pulse, we haphazardly redistributed a subset of toads from “A” bins to “B” bins to keep densities similar, at which point no bin exceeded 24 toads (i.e., before: density range = 4-47, median density = 19.5; after: density range = 4-24, median density = 16); two aquatic mesocosms (T16 and T18) required a third terrestrial bin (“C”) due to the large number (>30 in a bin) of surviving metamorphs.

We monitored metamorphs and later, juveniles, daily to record and remove dead individuals, refill water dishes and moisten coconut fiber. Dead individuals were removed from bins, placed into Whirl-Paks® and frozen at \(-20^\circ\text{C}\) to be used for metals analysis. We pooled individuals collected over defined time periods (i.e., 0-1 mo or 2-3 mo post-metamorphosis) to analyze body burdens of Cu for a separate study. Our measure of survivorship was based on the minimum known number alive using both daily checks and monthly bin counts (starting at 1 mo post-metamorphosis). Toads were
fed a combination of crickets and field-caught termites 3x weekly, with crickets receiving a dusting of RepCal® and Herpivit® dietary supplements. We rationed the amount of food each bin received based on density to ensure an equal amount of available food per toad. We collected monthly measurements of mass and snout-vent length (SVL) for post-metamorphic growth on subsets of up to 10 randomly collected toads from each “A” bin (with the exception of those from tank 16 (T16) – a husbandry error resulted in the release of six incorrect toads into T16-A at the end of month one, so we collected terrestrial survival and growth estimates for T16 from T16-B; 80% of toads in T16-B were from the main emergence pulse).

**Performance assay**

We conducted two performance trials approximately 1 wk (5-7 d) after tail resorption and 1 mo later (denoted 0 and 1 mo Trial, respectively) to test for any latent physiological effects of treatments that could affect terrestrial predation rates. Subsets of 10 randomly selected toads from each “A” bin (i.e., the main emergence pulse) were measured (mass and SVL) and up to 7 of these were randomly selected for the performance trial ($n = 21$ toads/treatment combined from three aquatic mesocosms). Measured toads were transferred to individual 10 x 10 cm plastic containers with a moist paper towel and fed 3 days before, then immediately after trial completion. Trials occurred from June 2-5, 2014 (0 mo Trial) and July 7-10, 2014 (1 mo Trial) with the exception of toads from larval tank 2 (T2), which emerged 1 wk after the main pulse, that we ran on June 12 and July 14, respectively.

The performance track consisted of a 3-m portion of vinyl fence rail, cut such that the center/top was open and the sides high enough to prevent escape. The track had a
starting line at one end and markings at 1 cm increments. To initiate a trial, we placed a toad at the starting line and began a stop watch. We “followed” toads down the track with a foam brush “predator” and when toads stopped, they were gently tapped on the urostyle. Each trial was terminated once a toad was tapped 10x and did not move. Tracks were rinsed with water and squeegeed between each trial. We recorded the distance covered in the first 30 s of the trail (sprint distance), the overall distance covered before the end of the trial (endurance distance), the time to reach the end of the trial (endurance time), and the number of taps a toad received when encouraged to hop (taps); distances were recorded to the nearest cm. Toads were returned to their appropriate terrestrial bins immediately after trials.

**Statistical analyses**

For our analyses of all response variables we used the aquatic tank (or corresponding terrestrial bin) as our experimental unit to avoid pseudoreplication; i.e., we averaged data collected on individuals to obtain tank means or, for survival, we used proportion surviving per tank. For terrestrial escape behavior and growth we also used only individuals from the emergence pulse by sampling from “A” bins (excepting T16-B). We analyzed size at metamorphosis, larval period and larval survivorship using ANOVA (Type III SS) of fitted linear mixed effects models using the anova.lme() function in the nlme package of R (v. 3.0.3). We tested residuals for normality using a Shapiro Wilk’s test but did not find deviation from normality. We used Tukey’s HSD for post hoc comparisons analysis for ANOVAs. Originally, we included larval spatial block as a factor in our full models but removed it as it was not significant for any endpoint. Similarly, since we hypothesized the potential for interactions we initially included all
three main effects, plus all 2-way and the 3-way interaction term into our models, but if
interactions were non-significant we removed them and examined only main effects in
the reduced model.

For terrestrial performance we used analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to account
for body size before examining treatment main effects. As with the aquatic response
variables, we used tank means to test the main effects of parental source, Cu, and
predator treatments. We tested residuals for normality using a Shapiro Wilk’s test and log
transformed endurance distance/time and tap data across 0 and 1 mo assays to meet
assumptions of normality. We tested parental source, Cu, and predator cue effects on
juvenile mass and SVL across time (0-5 mo post-emergence) using a multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) with the manova() function in R (v. 3.0.3). Finally, we
examined the effects of parental source and larval treatment on juvenile survivorship
from the time toads were placed into terrestrial bins to the end of the study (5 mo). We
used all juveniles (i.e. from bins “A” and “B”) for survivorship analysis because the
majority of toads emerged during between May 21-June 7 and were, thus, approximately
the same age. For our analysis of juvenile time-to-death we used time-to-event analysis
(i.e., survival analysis; PROC LIFETEST, SAS v.9.3), which is a nonparametric log-rank
test that uses a chi-square test statistic to determine whether survival curves differ among
treatment groups; because we expected mortality rates to be greatest soon after
metamorphosis we used the Gehan-Wilcoxon test, which is more sensitive to survival
differences at earlier times (Dixon and Newman 1991). We assessed time-to-death
differences for each main effect (i.e., between Cu levels, parental source populations, and
predator levels); we treated juveniles that survived to 5 mo as right-censored data. For
main effects that significantly affected time-to-death, then we also tested 2-way interactions.

To test effects on overall juvenile survivorship we used a generalized linear mixed model (PROC GLIMMIX, SAS v. 9.3) beginning with a full model with three main effects and all 2- and 3-way interactions. We removed non-significant ($P > 0.05$) interactions from the final model, and ran a reduced model that tested solely for the main effects of Cu, predator level, and parental source on survivorship. Because our treatment groups had only two levels each, there was no need to conduct post hoc Bonferroni pairwise tests of treatment means. In these models we used a random statement to define terrestrial bin as the subject to account for the nesting of toads within bins.

**RESULTS**

*Larval effects*

We found no significant effect of parental source or larval treatment on survivorship to metamorphosis (Fig.1; Table 1). The effects of Cu and predator cue stressors individually had the same relative effect on average survivorship regardless of source indicating that, in this case, it was the presence of a stressor and not the type that led to such an outcome. Interestingly, the combination of these stressors yielded contrasting trajectories depending on parental source compared to either single stressor. Here, E-Bay offspring responded to multiple novel stressors with the greatest number of survivors on average while D Area offspring had the lowest average survivorship compared to all control and treatment groups.
The average time for larvae to reach metamorphosis, however, was significantly affected by parental source \((F_{1, 20} = 11.527, P = 0.003)\) in our reduced model (Table 1). All E-Bay treatment groups emerged earlier than corresponding D Area treatments, except for the Cu treatment where there was no significant difference between sources (Fig. 2). A multiple comparisons test with a full model indicated significant differences between sources for larval control treatments \((P < 0.009)\) and predator cue-only treatments \((P = 0.016)\), where E-Bay offspring emerged before D Area offspring in both cases.

There was a significant effect of parental source on average metamorph size (mass and SVL) 1 wk post-emergence \((\text{Mass}: F_{1, 20} = 7.136, P = 0.015; \text{SVL}: F_{1, 20} = 13.245, P < 0.002)\), where offspring of parents from D-Area were smaller than those from E-Bay (Fig. 3 and 4-A; Table 1). Additionally, metamorph SVL was also negatively affected by larval Cu treatment \((F_{1, 20} = 4.768, P = 0.041)\), where 30 µg/L Cu treatments were smaller than those exposed to 0 µg/L Cu (Fig. 4-B).

**Performance assay**

Our ANCOVAs indicated that body size (SVL) significantly affected sprint and endurance distance and endurance time at 0 and 1 mo post-metamorphosis (Table 2). After accounting for body size, at metamorphosis there was a significant 3-way interaction of parental source*Cu*predator on endurance time \((F_{1,15} = 6.564, P = 0.022)\), which was also marginally significant for endurance distance \((F_{1,15} = 4.158, P = 0.06)\). Here, it was the E-Bay–0 Cu–predator group that traveled the farthest, for the greatest total time, and in so doing accrued the greatest number of taps on average (Fig. 5 A-D).
The performance trials occurring 1 mo post-emergence indicated a general loss of larval treatment effects, as there were no significant results due to main effects (Fig. 5 E-H).

**Terrestrial survivorship and growth**

Post-metamorphic survivorship was measured at 6 time intervals – 11, 59, 101, 121, 148, and 170 d post-emergence – using the total number of emerged metamorphs as the starting value. Both parental source and larval Cu exposure affected post-metamorphic time-to-death of juveniles (source: Wilcoxon $\chi^2 = 13.638, P = 0.0002$; Cu: Wilcoxon $\chi^2 = 7.31, P = 0.0068$); there was no effect of larval predator presence on post-metamorphic time-to-death (Wilcoxon $\chi^2 = 0.08, P = 0.7729$). The four Cu by source treatment combinations also differed in time-to-death, with time-to-death significantly delayed in the E-Bay – 0 $\mu$g Cu/L treatment compared to all other groups (Wilcoxon $\chi^2 > 9.2, P < 0.01$) (Fig. 5). We found a significant effect of both parental source ($F_{1,42} = 4.6, P = 0.0384$) ($\chi^2 (1, N = 1189) = 12.4, P \leq 0.0001$) and larval Cu treatment ($F_{1,42} = 10.5, P = 0.0024$) ($\chi^2 (1, N = 1189) = 5.1, P \leq 0.0241$) on overall survival to 170 d post-emergence (Fig. 5). The odds of surviving 5 mo post-metamorphosis were 53% higher for juveniles without larval Cu exposure, and 25% lower for individuals of parents from a contaminated source population (D Area). As such, parental exposure to heavy metals or larval exposure to Cu reduced survivorship significantly 5 mo post-metamorphosis.

Examing the simplified model (Fig. 6), we see that the E-Bay–30$\mu$g/L Cu and D Area–0 $\mu$g/L Cu have a similar negative trend in survival, but that the fewest proportion surviving were from the D Area–30$\mu$g/L Cu treatments. The highest percent of juveniles surviving five months post-metamorphosis were offspring of reference source parents who were not exposed to Cu as tadpoles (39% $\pm$ 0.061), with predator cue exposure
slightly decreasing survival (36% ± 0.039) (see Table 3). The lowest survival was in the groups exposed to larval Cu but not predator cues, regardless of parental source (18 and 21% for E-Bay and D Area, respectively). Similar proportions (26-27%) of juveniles survived to 5 mo post-emergence in the groups from both parental sources exposed to both larval stressors, as well as the D Area offspring control.

Our MANOVAs identified that parental source had a significant effect on post-metamorphic SVL (Wilk’s λ = 0.329, F_{5,12} = 4.895, P = 0.011) and marginally significant effect on mass (Wilk’s λ = 0.381, F_{5,12} = 3.903, P = 0.025) between 0-5 mo post-emergence (Fig. 4-A). Given these significant multivariate effects, we further investigated differences for each time point using a univariate approach. Significant differences in mass between parental source treatments occurred upon emergence (F_{1,16} = 6.6433, P = 0.02) with offspring of adults sourced from E-Bay emerging larger on average, but at 1 mo (F_{1,16} = 4.7499, P = 0.045) and at 3 mo post-emergence (F_{1,16} = 11.766, P = 0.003) this trend switched with offspring of adults collected from D-area being significantly larger on average. Similarly, parental source affected juvenile SVL at emergence (F_{1,16} = 12.063, P = 0.003) with E-Bay offspring larger than D Area offspring (Fig. 3) but at 3 mo post-emergence (F_{1,16} = 10.385, P = 0.005) D Area offspring are significantly larger than E-Bay (Fig. 4). Copper treatment also had a marginally significant effect on metamorph SVL at emergence (F_{1,16} = 4.343, P = 0.054), with toads from the 0 µg/L Cu treatments emerging larger on average than those from the 30 µg/L Cu treatment. For both mass and SVL the largest difference in average size occurred at 3 mo yet after that point size did not differ significantly. Additionally, when examining growth rate from one month to the next there was a significant effect of larval predator
(SVL: $F_{1,16} = 5.199, P = 0.037$) and parental source (SVL: $F_{1,16} = 15.683, P = 0.001$; Mass: $F_{1,16} = 10.147, P = 0.006$) between 0-1 mo post-emergence; and, additionally parental source between 2-3 mo post-emergence (Mass: $F_{1,16} = 15.883, P = 0.001$).

**DISCUSSION**

Environmental contaminant and predator stressors have typically been examined singularly rather than in combination, which makes predicting their true ecological consequences a challenge. We saw an antagonistic interaction between larval Cu and predator stressors for metamorph performance. Additionally, the combination of being exposed to Cu during the larval stage and having parents from a metal-contaminated environment had synergistic negative effects on juvenile survival. Considering this, more investigation is merited to determine how these common, co-occurring stressors interact.

Both Cu and predator cues elicit similar effects in aquatic organisms including reduced swimming speed (Handy 2003; Relyea 2004) and activity (Redick and LaPoint 2004; Ferrari et al. 2008) and increased oxidative stress (Handy 2003; Bopp et al. 2008; Janssens et al. 2014). However, the indirect costs of Cu exposure can increase the risk of predation due to increased rates of malformations (Zhu et al. 2014), erratic swimming (García-Muñoz et al. 2011), lateral line damage (Hernández et al. 2006), and impaired olfaction (McIntyre et al. 2012; Dew et al. 2014). A recent study by Hayden et al. (2015) saw that the number of fatal attacks by dragonfly (*Aeshna sitchensis*) larvae on *Lithobates sylvaticus* tadpoles increased 77% in only 1.85 µg/L Cu. Because we did not test larval predation rates, we cannot say whether the Cu treatment we used could increase predation rate, per say, but our concentration was within or above the range
wherein vulnerability to predation (via malformation or behavior) increases for various invertebrates (Clements 1999; Reza et al. 2012), fishes (Hernández et al. 2006; Sandahl et al. 2007; McIntyre et al. 2012), and amphibians (Redick and LaPoint 2004; Lance et al. 2013). In fact, due to its effects on antipredator behavior in low concentrations, copper has even been tested as a potential treatment for malaria eradication via vector control. Reza et al. (2013) suggest the use of 0.26 mg/L Cu for larval Anopheles stephensi mosquito control because it significantly increases predation rates by medaka (Oryzias latipes).

Our data suggest that the combination of larval Cu and predator cue exposure can affect terrestrial predation rates, as our performance assay indicates that the presence of Cu negates beneficial, latent effects of larval predator exposure. We show here that prior exposure to a singular aquatic stressor can impact escape performance terrestrially, specifically that the predator cue-only larval treatment performed to a greater degree in sprint and endurance distance and time. The effects of larval environmental stressors had the greatest impact on metamorphs one week post-emergence, but if individuals survived to one month post-metamorphosis, these effects were lost. The transitional period of metamorphosis – when the presence of forelimbs or a tail can impede swimming or hopping ability – represents a time of increased vulnerability to predation (Wassersug and Sperry 1977; Arnold and Wassersug 1978). Thus, it is beneficial when prior exposure to predators decreases the time to complete metamorphosis and increases locomotor ability post-metamorphosis (Van Buskirk and Saxer 2001). Our data are consistent with this in that exposure to predator cues as larvae corresponded to increased metamorph sprint and endurance distances and overall endurance time. Alternatively, larvae with prior exposure
to Cu showed decreased performance, suggesting that exposure to this particular stressor could indirectly lead to mortality by reducing an individual’s ability to avoid predation.

Importantly, when larvae were exposed to the combination of predator cues and Cu, the presence of Cu negated the positive effects of prior predator exposure for metamorph performance. This could be due to copper’s deleterious effects on olfaction, and such impairment can dampen fright response when predator cues are also present (Lefcort et al. 1998, 2013; Beyers and Farmer 2001; Hernández et al. 2006; Sandahl et al. 2007; McIntyre et al. 2012). However, Cu can also impair other mechanisms by which larval prey detect predators. Toxicological effects due to metal contamination, including Cu, can disrupt retinoid metabolism, leading to impaired vision (reviewed in Defo et al. 2014); thus, prey may not recognize visual predator cues. Additionally, aquatic prey can detect predators via mechanosensory means using the lateral line system which can also be damaged due to Cu exposure (Hernández et al. 2006). Thus, exposure to Cu in the aquatic environment can lead to reduced detection of chemical, visual, and mechanical cues of predators. Hence, the combination of Cu with predator cues in our study could have been affected by any one or all of these various detection impairments. Considering that this short period after emergence is critical for predator avoidance (Arnold and Wassersug 1978) and dispersal (Breden 1987, Berven and Grudzien 1990) our data indicate that this may be a critical time at which indirect mortality due to larval stressors occurs.

Juvenile survivorship may even be more critical to population persistence than larval survivorship, as indicated by the sensitivity of amphibian population models to this parameter (Biek et al. 2002; Harper et al. 2008). Thus, indirect effects on survival (e.g.
escape performance, as discussed above) or latent effects of parental and larval stressor exposure that directly affect juvenile survivorship are important to population persistence. In general, our juvenile survival in the control group (i.e., E-Bay–0 Cu–predator absent) was comparable to terrestrial survival observed in a similar species (Anaxyrus americanus), which was found to be 25% after one year in one study (Harper and Semlitsch 2007) and only 9% after ten months in another study (Earl and Semlitsch 2013). Similar to our data, the latter study also found a drastic decrease in juvenile survival after the first month, with 17% surviving (Earl and Semlitsch 2013). Our study indicates latent effects of parental source and larval metal exposure on juvenile survivorship. Here, our time-to-death analysis suggests that either parental or larval metal contaminant exposure will result in similar deleterious effects, which are increased with the combination of the two (Fig. 6). However, examining the final proportion surviving from each treatment group may suggest more intricate trends, especially concerning the predator cue stressor which was removed from the model due to non-significance. Here, reference source offspring always experienced deleterious effects of larval stressors, singularly and in combination, on juvenile survivorship compared to the control, but the presence of predator cues did appear to ameliorate some of the deleterious effects of Cu (Table 3). Yet for D Area offspring, larval predator cue exposure alone increased the proportion surviving while exposure to Cu decreased survival after five months. The latent nature and ameliorative effects of predator cue on Cu effects, further highlights the importance of examining combinations of stressors beyond the larval period. Additionally the differential effects, between source populations suggests that caution be made in determining parental exposure history and its potential impact on aquatic stressor
effects in offspring. Further investigation into the biological significance of these results should also be made because it is yet unclear whether these differences between treatment groups would result in altered population dynamics.

We found significant differences in larval period, size at metamorphosis, juvenile performance, growth and survivorship due to parental source. Overall, offspring from D Area experienced a longer larval period, smaller size at metamorphosis, reduced performance, juvenile growth “catch up”, and reduced juvenile survivorship compared to the reference source offspring. We attempted to control for environmental factors such as hydroperiod, predators, and vegetative land cover between wetlands to isolate contamination differences; though, there could be other factors not accounted for that affected offspring. Ultimately we cannot attribute these observed effects to differential contamination history because we had no replication in source wetlands. However, previous studies concerning D Area wetlands have indicated the presence of maternal transfer of metals which correlated with reduced embryonic and larval viability (Hopkins et al. 2006; Metts et al. 2013). Although we did not measure maternal transfer, our data are consistent with other studies that have found negative effects of maternal transfer of heavy metals on offspring size (Todd et al. 2011a, 2012; Bergeron et al. 2011) and increased time to complete metamorphosis (Todd et al. 2011a). Interestingly, our data also suggest that offspring of parents exposed to metals have a similar larval period as tadpoles currently exposed to a metal stressor. This is consistent with previous work by Metts et al. (2012) who found that maternal exposure to coal combustion waste (CCW) as well as larval exposure to CCW both individually increased time to reach metamorphosis in southern toads. Due to amphibian utilization of ephemeral wetlands (Mann et al. 2001)
it is important that larvae are able to metamorphose before pond drying, thus any stressor that impedes this process can potentially lead to catastrophic reproductive failure.

Additionally, emerging larger can increase a juvenile’s probability of survival and decrease the time to first reproduction (Scott et al. 2007) but if food is abundant small juveniles can close the gap in early size differences to reach a comparable size by maturity (Morey and Reznick 2001). We found that offspring of D Area parents emerged smaller than E-Bay offspring but, due to compensatory growth, were at a comparable size five months after emerging. However, this may not occur uniformly among sexes (Morey and Reznick 2001) and it is known that for females, body size is correlated with fecundity (Peckarsky et al. 1993). Juveniles in our study did experience compensatory growth, however, we did not extend our study far enough to examine whether this growth occurred differentially between sexes, or if it affected time to maturity or reproductive output. Compensatory growth has been shown to reduce fecundity (Auer et al. 2010) and can also reduce reproductive investment for multiple breeding seasons (Lee et al. 2012). Further, negative effects of compensatory growth on longevity and accrued cellular damage that occur in invertebrates, vertebrates, and plants can impair individual fitness (Mangel and Munch 2005). Ultimately, the costs and benefits of growth strategies are context-depend (Orizaola et al. 2014), thus it is necessary to take other factors, such as environmental stressors in this case, into consideration.

Additionally, studies may also take into account responses to novel stressors later in an individual’s lifetime or across generations. Prior studies have suggested that latent effects of developmental exposure to stressors, especially metals, can negatively affect adult tolerance to novel stressors and even affect reproductive success. Kimberly and
Salice (2014) found that developmental exposure to cadmium (Cd) reduced adult heat stress tolerance in *Physa pomilia* and that parental developmental exposure to Cd resulted in greater reduction of offspring hatching success than compared to parental adult exposure to Cd. Given that populations are exposed to different stressors over time, more work is required to fully understand the costs and benefits of interactions of all environmental factors that affect amphibian population dynamics.

As there are several factors implicated in amphibian population declines (Lannoo 2005), more studies have begun to address the lethal and sublethal consequences of environmental stressors but there is still a paucity of data for terrestrial effects and the effects of multiple stressors. Given that our findings included interactive effects of parental source and aquatic stressor exposures on terrestrial performance and survival, it is clear that effects of stressors should be tested in combination and over multiple life stages. As described by Crain et al. (2008), multistressor studies are underrepresented despite their environmental relevance and the prevalence and unpredictability of interactions. They indicate a high frequency (36%) of studies showing synergistic population-level effects while also indicating that increasing the replication of like-stressor studies can eventually yield additive, synergistic, and antagonistic interactions. Thus, we suggest further investigation into the impacts of environmental stressors together, across life stages and generations.
Table 1. ANOVA results for larval survival, larval period, and size at metamorphosis.

All models shown here are reduced, with residual errors incorporated into the error term to examine main effects (source, Cu, predator cue). Significance ($P < 0.05$) is designated in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.653</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>11.527</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>13.245</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>7.136</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.894</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4.768</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.591</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predator</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.128</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.609</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. ANCOVA for performance assays for trials at 0 and 1 mo post-metamorphosis.

All models include main effects (source, Cu, predator cue) as well as the covariate (SVL) and all interactions. Performance measurements include the distance covered in the first 30 s of the trial (Sprint Distance), the overall distance covered before the end of the trial (Endurance Distance), the time to reach the end of the trial (Endurance Time), and the number of taps a toad received when encouraged to hop (Taps); distances were recorded to the nearest cm. Performance measurements that are significance ($P < 0.05$) are designated in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>0 Month Trial</th>
<th>1 Month Trial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sprint Distance</td>
<td>Endurance Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>df  F   P</td>
<td>df  F   P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVL</td>
<td>1.15  22.352 0.0003</td>
<td>1.15  20.796 0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>1.15  0.658 0.430</td>
<td>1.15  0.938 0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>1.15  0.006 0.940</td>
<td>1.15  0.005 0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predator</td>
<td>1.15  0.364 0.553</td>
<td>1.15  0.725 0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source*Cu</td>
<td>1.15  0.859 0.371</td>
<td>1.15  2.173 0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source*Predator</td>
<td>1.15  0.029 0.847</td>
<td>1.15  0.079 0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu*Predator</td>
<td>1.15  0.069 0.810</td>
<td>1.15  1.655 0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source<em>Cu</em>Predator</td>
<td>1.15  1.578 0.228</td>
<td>1.15  4.138 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Final proportion of surviving juveniles at 5 mo post-metamorphosis (±SE).

Proportions are averaged within treatments, where each treatment contains three experimental units (i.e., aquatic tanks). The two source populations are indicated (E = E-Bay; D = D Area) as are the two level of Cu treatment (0, 30 µg/L Cu) and the two levels of predator cue treatment (absent “-”, present “+”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Cu (µg/L)</th>
<th>Predator</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Larval survivorship (±SE) estimated as the total number of metamorphs by larval treatment \((n = 3\) reps) captured with shading by parental source (light = D Area; dark = E-Bay). The four larval treatments applied to each source population are: Control (0 µg Cu/L, no predators), Cu (30 µg/L, no predators), Pred (0 µg Cu/L, predators present), and Cu*Pred (30 µg Cu/L, predators present).
Figure 2. Days to first emergence (±SE) by larval treatment (n = 3 reps) and shading according to parental source population (light = D Area; dark = E-Bay). The four larval treatments applied to each source population are: Control (0 µg Cu/L, no predators), Cu (30 µg/L, no predators), Pred (0 µg Cu/L, predators present), and Cu*Pred (30 µg Cu/L, predators present). Letters correspond to significantly different group averages. Asterisks (*) indicate significant pairwise differences between source populations for indicated larval treatments.
Figure 3. Average size (SVL) at metamorphosis (±SE) by larval treatment with shading according to parental source population (light = D Area; dark = E-Bay). The four larval treatments applied to each source population are: Control (0 µg Cu/L, no predators), Cu (30 µg/L, no predators), Pred (0 µg Cu/L, dragonflies present), and Cu*Pred (30 µg Cu/L, dragonflies present).
Figure 4. Average juvenile SVL (±SE) from 0-5 mo post-metamorphosis by parental source (A; dark = E-Bay, light = D Area), larval Cu (B; dark = 0 µg/L, light = 30 µg/L), and larval predator cue (C; dark = absent, light = present). Asterisks (*) signify a time period wherein there was a significant difference between tested main effects (source, Cu, or predator cue).
**Figure 5.** Average juvenile performance measurements (±SE) for Trial 1 (A-D), 0 mo post-metamorphosis, and Trial 2 (E-H), 1 mo post-metamorphosis, by larval treatment (x-axes) and parental source population (light = D Area/contaminated; dark = E-Bay/uncontaminated). Measurements include sprint distance (A, E), endurance distance (B, F), endurance time (C, G), and taps (D, H). The four larval treatments applied to each source population are: Control (0 µg Cu/L, no predators), Cu (30 µg/L, no predators), Pred (0 µg Cu/L, predators present), and Cu*Pred (30 µg Cu/L, predators present). Asterisks (*) indicate significant treatment effects due to main effects.
**Figure 6.** Proportion of surviving juveniles up to 5 mo post-metamorphosis using time-to-event analysis. There were significant effects due to parental source (E-Bay, D Area) and larval Cu exposure but not larval predator cue exposure (treatments not shown) on juvenile survival probability.
CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSION

The complex life histories of amphibians make them susceptible to both aquatic and terrestrial stressors (Todd et al. 2011), but we are only just piecing together how exposure in one life stage may affect another (Calow and Forbes 2003). Additionally, exposure to one stressor is almost always coupled with exposure to another, whether it be anthropogenic or natural, and the effects of one on an individual can be altered by interactions (reviewed in Crain et al. 2008). Furthermore, parental exposure to one or many stressors can carry through to offspring, affecting their ability to cope with novel stressors (Plautz et al. 2013). Because amphibians are affected by human activity especially environmental contamination (Fedorenkova et al. 2012), these issues are important to incorporate into ecotoxicity testing to further understand contaminant impacts on amphibian populations over time. Therefore, with this work we sought to address the effects of parental and multiple aquatic stressor exposure on amphibian larval and terrestrial life history traits.

To examine these issues we employed a fully factorial experiment in outdoor 1000-L mesocosms ($n = 24$), where larval southern toads (*Anaxyrus terrestris*) bred from parents collected from reference and heavy metal contaminated wetlands were exposed to an anthropogenic stressor (Cu) and natural stressor (predator cue). Upon metamorphosis we transferred survivors were transferred to terrestrial mesocosms to examine the chronic and/or latent effects of parental source and early life stage stressor exposure. Our
objectives were to examine the effects of parental contaminant history and larval exposure to Cu and predator cue stressors on 1) larval survivorship and time to/size at metamorphosis, and 2) juvenile performance, growth, and survivorship.

We found no statistically significant effects of larval stressor exposure or parental source on larval survivorship. Our data do, however, show intriguing trends which if examined with more replicates (i.e., >3/treatment) may result in statistical significance. On the other hand, larval period was significantly affected by parental source, wherein E-Bay offspring emerged earlier than D Area offspring on average, except for the E-Bay–30 µg/L Cu treatment which emerged at a similar time to all D Area treatments. Size at metamorphosis was also significantly affected by parental source, with E-Bay emerging larger than D Area metamorphs. However, our data indicated compensatory growth in juveniles, also significantly affected by parental source. D Area juveniles were larger than E-Bay juveniles three months post-metamorphosis, but both sources were comparable in size at five months.

One week post-emergence there was a significant three-way interaction with the E-Bay–0 Cu–predator group having greater endurance distance, time and accrued taps than other groups. Our data also suggest that larval Cu exposure can affect terrestrial predation rates, as our performance assay indicated that the presence of Cu can negate beneficial, latent effects of larval predator exposure. The effects of larval environmental stressors had the greatest impact on metamorphs one week post-emergence, but most effects were lost one month post-emergence. The transitory period of metamorphosis – when the presence of forelimbs or a tail can impede swimming or hopping ability – represents a time of increased vulnerability to predation our data indicate that this may be
a critical time at which indirect mortality due to larval stressors occurs. Therefore, we suggest ecotoxicity testing incorporate this time period as it is sensitive and potentially more predictive of population dynamics.

Finally, parental source and Cu exposure both significantly affected juvenile survivorship up to five months post-metamorphosis. Here, D Area offspring experienced greater mortality (25%) than E-Bay, and juveniles exposed to 30 µg/L Cu experienced greater mortality (53%) than controls. Juvenile survivorship may even be more critical to population persistence than larval survivorship and our study indicated latent effects of parental source and larval Cu exposure on juvenile survivorship. It is crucial, especially for ecotoxicity testing, that measurable endpoints are tested during sensitive life stages and are predictive of effects in subsequent life stages in order to ultimately determine population-level effects of contaminant exposure. Importantly, had we examined only the effects of parental source, Cu and predator cue stressors up to metamorphosis we would have predicted an entirely different outcome for the terrestrial stage than we actually observed.
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